
Electrical Specification Value Mechanical Specification Value

Supply Voltage

Maximum drive current

Typical drive current

Working temperature

7-18V

10A

2-3A

-5 to 40C

Enclosure material

Water resistance

Dimensions (mm)

Voltmeter accuracy

ABS

IP64

115x65x40

+/- 200mV

Copes easily with demanding daily use

Simple pole fitting radio remote

Provides the right volume of water when you need it

Switch from Wash to Rinse at the pole

Displays TDS reading and battery voltage 

Unit is sealed to IP64, stopping water ingress

A tried and tested design from pole-fed specialists, the Spring Pro has been developed with 
window cleaners in the field who know what they want from a window-cleaning product.

The use of a pump controller will give you exactly the right volume of water to the glass for a 
perfect clean, everytime.

Fit the simple three button remote to your pole and you have the control. Turn water ON/OFF or 
set flow to WASH (low flowrate) or RINSE (high flow rate) at the press of a button. It's that easy.

Dead end detection detects when water flow is restricted (i.e. when the pole has been 
disconnected from the hose) and safely shuts down the pump, reducing power and wear. Simply 
reconnect the pole and the pump will start up again.

Fine control of the flow rates means water control is exact, allowing you to work the way you want.

The three button interface is simple and intuitive to use. It also allows you to set your WASH flow 
and RINSE flow before starting work.

The battery voltage is available at the touch of a button. Advanced features will shut down the unit 
when the battery is too low, preventing irreversible battery damage.

Water fed pole pump controller

Easy to use and simple to install
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Eco Flow

Spring pro 
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Battery Pump

With built in TDS Meter


